
Feb 11, 2021

My name Brendan Whitehawk.  I am an inmate at Saskatoon Correctional Center and I started
my time in November. The first unit that I was put on was C unit, which they kept me in for 2
weeks due to Covid-19.  After I quarantined for 2 weeks they moved me to overflow and when I
showed up there I did not have Covid-19.  Within 2 weeks of being there a few people started to
show signs.

One day as I was walking by the bubble I heard another inmate talking with a Correctional
Officer about showing symptoms.  As I walked by the CO I was asked if I was showing signs of
covid and I responded with a  "NO, I only have a runny nose".  Next thing I know they were
hauling me off to semi-secure with the inmate who was talking to the CO about having
symptoms, so they locked me in a cell with him.  They tested us and I came back negative than
positive and two days later that same inmate got bail. After he left, I started to get sick and
when they tested me again I came back positive.



The conditions are the worst.  I was locked in a cell sick, no TV or anything.  They would not let
me out to clean my cell. They also did not supply me with any medical help.  Everytime I asked
a nurse or COs for Tylenol or anything to help they would tell me to put in a request slip which I
did three times and it did not do anything.  So for a whole month they barely fed us and we were
not allowed to order canteen or anything to help. Only allowed out every second day to shower.
The COs would ignore our requests for any kind of help even to clean my cell or for garbage
bags or even extra clothes or blankets.   They kept me down there for a month without any kind
of help.

Brendan Whitehawk

Sincerely,

Cory Cardinal
Prisoner Advocate
Inmates4humaneconditons@gmail.com
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